Montclair State University – Advancement Services Department

Title: Intern

Location: Montclair, NJ

Job Type: Co-op/Internship

Compensation Type: Unpaid

Start Date: 5/23/2016

Job Description:

Engagement of a student in working in Advancement Services on special data related projects related to the Raisers Edge. Projects could involve reporting, data analysis, data cleansing, database coding and database structure. Projects are tailored to student’s areas of interest and skills to fit within the needs of Advancement Services.

Primary Responsibilities:

Working in Advancement Services on special data related projects related to the Raisers Edge. Projects could involve reporting, data analysis, data cleansing, database coding and database structure.

Qualifications: Some experience with relational databases preferred.

Application Instructions: Send resumes to fairclougha@mail.montclair.edu.